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Horford on the spot, and on the money 

By AJC Staff 

The Hawks were not at their best defensively nor were they particularly stout on the boards Sunday, yet 

their offense was yet again efficient Sunday and Al Horford paced them all. 

Eh, nothing new. 

He made 8-of-9 shots on an evening when the home team banked 45-of-80 (56.3 percent), and 

Horford’s been doing this for a while. 

Hawks center Al Horford takes it to the basket for two of his 19-points over Timberwolves Robbie 

Hummel during a basketball game on Sunday, Jan. 25, 2015, in Atlanta. 

Over the past seven games, he’s made 73.6 percent of his shots (53-of-72). Throw in a perfect 3-of-3 

game from the free throw line, where he’s made 19-of-22 (86.4 percent) in that span, and prepare for 

understatement. 

“I’m taking good shots within the offense,” he said. “I have a good rhythm right now.” 

Not all shots are of the supremely high-percentage variety indigenous to big men. 

Horford had two dunks and a layup against the Timberwolves, and found space to mix in jumpers of 19, 

21, 17 and 19 feet with a runner from five feet as well. 

That’s nothing new, either. 

Horford’s making 51.1 percent of his shots from 15-19 feet, and 48.8 percent from 20 feet to the 3-point 

arc. 

Basketheads call him a pick-and-pop guy. 

“He’s really good about getting to the right spot. He’s a great screen setter. The guy who sets a great 

screen often times gets open,” coach Mike Budenholzer said after Horford set screens, and then rolled 

open to take passes from Jeff Teague for his final two jumpers, in the fourth quarter. 

“Al sets great screens; he sets great screens in pick-and-rolls … he separates and gets to the right spot.” 

There’s plenty to be said for getting to the right place, and a passer find it. 

“He’s almost automatic from that spot,” Teague said. “He’s always been good at that. He’s been good at 

that since Mike Bibby was playing. Growing up under Mike, I figured out how to get him the ball in the 

right spot.” 



 

 

 

Budenholzer said the fact that Horford has been taking the ball at the basket has opened up his jump-

shooting game more. Defenders struggle to decide whether to switch off Horford when he sets a screen 

and take the ball, or trail him. 

That often leaves an opening for the driver, or Horford – who finds those spots. 

It might not be right to say that Horford “drifts” to these marks. A refined instinct usually leads him to an 

open spot. 

His streak began on the night he registered his first career double with 21 points, 10 rebounds and a 

career-high 10 assists Jan. 13 in a win in Philadelphia. 

So he started by making so many passes, and has averaged 18 points on 10.3 shots attempts over the 

seven games while getting in position to take passes. 

Horford has scored 126 points on 72 field goal tries in that span – an average of 1.75 points per shot 

attempted. 

Houston’s James Harden is leads the NBA in scoring at 27.3 points per game on 18.3 field goal attempts 

– an average of 1.49 points per shot attempt. 

Now, that is efficiency. 

“Jeff is great. It’s hard with a guy like me; I move around so much,” Horford said. “He just seems to be 

able to find me every time. Sometimes, I’ll roll to the basket and sometimes I’ll pop [out]. We just have 

good chemistry. 
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Hawks-Timberwolves postgame quotes 

By: Chris Vivlamore 

What they said after the Hawks’ 112-100 win over the Timberwolves Sunday night: 

Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer 

Opening statement: “Not our prettiest game but to make a couple of big plays down the stretch, a 

couple of big shots, the way the ball moved, when the game got tight they trusted their spacing, trusted 

their pass. A couple of guys made big plays and obviously Jeff (Teague) getting to the rim. Defensively, I 

thought the first half was good. But taking care of the boards, taking care of the free-throw line continue 

to be things we talk about to improve. To find a way to win today when we don’t really play our best is a 

good sign.” 

Hawks guard Jeff Teague passes off under pressure from Timberwolves defenders Nikola Pekovic (from 

left), Mo Williams, Gorgui Dieng and Chase Budinger during Sunday’s game in Atlanta. The Hawks beat 

the Timberwolves 112-100 to extend their winning streak to 16.  

On Timberwolves ability to score in paint and get to free-throw line: “They were good tonight. Adding 

(Nikola) Pekovic to the lineup gives them a real force on the interior. I thought Thaddeus Young tonight 

was great. Their cutting off the ball, slashing and getting to the basket and the guys finding them. Their 

execution and their will to get to the paint, their will to get to the free-throw line, I think we can be 

better but I think they are to be commended. They are very good. We’ve got to be better.” 

On closing out games: “I think our poise and our confidence is growing. Like I mentioned, I think they 

are trusting each other, trusting where they are going to find their shots late in the game. Obviously, Jeff 

in pick-and-rolls is somebody we can use whether it’s Al (Horford) or Paul (Millsap) with the spacing. 

We’ve got to work on our execution but just to see them trust it when (the lead) was cut to six and to hit 

a couple big shots and make the right pass and the right play it’s good for us.” 

Thabo Sefolosha 

On win: We played against a team with a lot of talent. It wasn’t a pretty game tonight. I think the energy 

of defense could have been a little higher. Overall, we did enough good things to win the game. 

On Timberwolves inside play: “They are a physical team. Like I said, they are NBA players. They know 

what they are doing out there. It’s not always possible to stop it. I think we were able to disturb their 

pace and do enough good things to build a lead and keep it.” 

On winning 16 straight: “It’s awesome.” 

On what is special about this run: “We are playing a basketball that we can sustain. It’s not anybody 

doing something out of the ordinary that makes us win. Everybody is playing to their character. 



 

 

 

Everybody is playing to their role. It’s working for us. I think the pace out there is great. We keep our 

mind. Sometimes we are up, sometimes we are down coming into the fourth quarter but we just find a 

way to do what we do best.” 

Jeff Teague 

On win: “We are a resilient group. It’s all about W’s. We’ll take them any way we can get them.” 

On winning streak: “I can’t complain. I like winning. I’m enjoying it. I hope it continues.” 

On ability to sustain current play: “Just wanting to win and not being satisfied. Guys know it’s a long 

season. We just want to continue to rack up wins. We want to be a good team. Good teams win games 

like this, games that they should win. That’s what we have to do.” 

On current run without one dominant player: “We are just playing team ball. As long as we keep 

playing team ball, moving the ball, helping each other on the defensive end, we should be OK.” 

DeMarre Carroll 

On winning ugly game: “It says a lot about out character. We learned a lot last year. It was an ugly 

game. You have to give them credit. They did a good job executing. But at the same time, whenever you 

get a win it’s always good.” 

On Thaddeus Young: “He’s really good. I told Paul (Millsap) he reminds me of a left-handed Paul. He’s 

good. He can play a lot of positions. He’s good.” 

On streak: “What streak? No, it’s good but we are not really worried about the streak. We are just 

worried about getting better and playing winning basketball.” 

On sustaining winning: “Just the fact that games like this, ugly games, we still find ways to win. On the 

games, we play really good we find ways to win. Whatever a team throws at us, we still find ways to win. 

I think that is the biggest thing for us, just finding ways to win.” 

Kyle Korver 

On sustaining winning: “I think what helps with being consistent is there are a lot of people touching 

the ball every night. If your game is focused on one or two guys and one of those two guys has a bad 

game, it makes it a lot harder for you to win. We are able to find the hotter hand a little bit and not 

relying on one guy.” 

On Timberwolves presence in the paint: “Give them credit. They have a couple active bodies and big 

bodies. Pekovic and him and (the Thunder’s Steven) Adams the last game, they are like the two 

strongest guys in the NBA. They are like banging into a rock. That is their strength. They are top 10 in the 

NBA in points in the paint. They are not doing it by driving into the paint. They are doing it be post-ups. 

We didn’t play our best game tonight but good enough to win.” 

Paul Millsap 



 

 

 

On sustaining winning: “Our style play. We know there is a type of play we need to play to succeed. If 

we stick to that map, I feel like we’ll win games.” 

On sharing the ball: “It’s part of the blueprint.” 

On comfort level with so many able to carry the load: “It gives you a lot of comfort. When things aren’t 

going right and you are having one of those 3 for 10 or 1 for 7 nights, you know somebody else will pick 

up the slack. That is what a full team does. It give you that comfort level.” 
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Hawks 112, Timberwolves 100 

By: AJC Staff 

A brief recap of the Hawks’ 16th consecutive victory: 

How the game was won: Paul Millsap scored 10 points in each half to lead, and the Hawks shot 56.2 

percent (45-of-80) to offset some middling defense and a 37-29 rebounding deficit for their franchise-

record 15th win in a calendar month. 

Each starter scored in double figures, and Al Horford led the shooters by making all but one of his nine 

shots to score 19. 

Hawks 112, Timberwolves 100 photo 

Curtis Compton 

Hawks center Al Horford blocks a shot by Timberwolves’ Nikola Pekovic during a game on Sunday, Jan. 

25, 2015, at Philips Arena.  

Turning point: With a 12-2 start to the second quarter, Atlanta seized what had been a one-point game 

and remained in control. The Hawks built the lead to 18 points in the period, led 61-47 at halftime and 

held firm as Minnesota pulled within eight points on several occasions later. 

Number: 16. The Hawks’ franchise-record 16-game winning streak is the longest in Atlanta pro sports 

history. The Braves won 15 straight in 2000. 

Next: The Hawks will play host to Brooklyn Wednesday night in the fifth game of a seven-game home 

stand.
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Hawks own Atlanta’s longest professional sports win streak 

By: Chris Vivlamore 

The Hawks’ win streak is not only the best in franchise history. 

It’s the best in Atlanta professional sports history. 

The improbable, undeniable, incredible run continues. 

The Hawks extended their win streak to 16 straight games with a 112-100 victory over the lowly 

Timberwolves Sunday at Philips Arena. The Braves had a 15-game win streak in 2000. Now, the Hawks 

stand alone. 

The Hawks (37-8, 20-3 home) have also won 30 of the past 32 games. They are undefeated in January 

and equaled the franchise record for wins in a month at 14. They also won 14 games in Dec. 2014 and 

Jan. 1997. The 37 wins is also the most for the team before the All-Star break. 

“It’s all about W’,” Jeff Teague said. “We’ll take them any way we can get them. I can’t complain. I like 

winning. I’m enjoying it. I hope it continues.” 

Paul Millsap led the Hawks with 20 points and was one of six Hawks double-digit scorers. Al Horford (19 

points), Teague (15), DeMarre Carroll (14), Kyle Korver (13) and Dennis Schroder (11) were the others. 

The Hawks continued their streak of holding double-digit leads. They have led by at least 10 points at 

some point in each of the 16 games on the current win streak. They improved to 32-1 on the season 

when leading a double-digit advantage. 

The Timberwolves (7-36), with the worst record in the NBA, have lost four straight and 20 out of 22 

games. Thaddeus Young, the Georgia Tech product, led the Timberwolves with a game-high 26 points. 

“Just the fact that games like this, ugly games, we still find ways to win,” Carroll said of the Hawks’ 

streak. “On the games we play really good we find ways to win. Whatever a team throws at us, we still 

find ways to win. I think that is the biggest thing for us, just finding ways to win.” 

The Hawks led by as many as 18 points in the first half and took a 61-47 advantage into intermission. 

The Hawks are now 31-2 overall and 16-0 at home when entering the third quarter with a lead. 

The Hawks had three double-digit scorers by halftime in Teague (11), Millsap (10) and Horford (10) as 

they shot 60.5 percent from the field through two quarters. They Hawks outscored the Timberwolves 

36-23 in the second quarter. 

The Timberwolves cut their deficit to nine points, 86-77, heading into the final quarter. They got as close 

as six points, 102-96, with 2:54 left. However, Carroll and Korver hit back-to-back 3-pointers to 

extinguish any notion of a comeback. 



 

 

 

The Timberwolves held a 37-29 rebound advantage and were 20 of 25 from the free-throw line. Both 

were areas of concern for coach Mike Budenholzer entering the game. Still, the Hawks found a way to 

defeat an inferior opponent. 

“Taking care of the boards, taking care of the free-throw line continue to be things we talk about to 

improve,” Budenholzer said. “To find a way to win today when we don’t really play our best is a good 

sign.” 

The Hawks played 10 players and each scored, nine had at least one rebound and eight had at least one 

assist. 

The Hawks improved to 4-0 on their seven-game homestand and host the Nets on Wednesday. 

“We are playing a basketball that we can sustain,” Thabo Sefolosha said. “It’s not anybody doing 

something out of the ordinary that makes us win. Everybody is playing to their character. Everybody is 

playing to their role. It’s working for us. I think the pace out there is great. We keep our mind. 

Sometimes we are up, sometimes we are down coming into the fourth quarter but we just find a way to 

do what we do best.” 
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Budenholzer’s success a sense of pride for Popovich 

By: Chris Vivlamore 

Mike Budenholzer has come a long way since the days Gregg Popovich locked him in a video room. 

The Hawks coach will direct the East All-Star team next month after clinching the best record in the 

conference. He accomplishes the feat just one and a half seasons into his first head job. 

Budenholzer worked for 19 seasons with the Spurs under Popovich before joining the Hawks. The Spurs 

coach, who has directed several All-Star teams, said Budenholzer’s success is a sense of pride. 

 “Oh, sure,” Popovich told the San Antonio Express News recently. “He was with me forever. When he 

first worked with me, he was coming back from Denmark, where he was a star player - that’s a joke - 

and he didn’t know what he was going to do. I was working with (Don Nelson) at the time and I brought 

him in as a video guy for no pay, no tickets. Just go in the back room there and when I ask you for 

something, give it to me. Don’t talk to me. And he did it for I don’t know what. And when I came here I 

brought him as the film guy. 

“And from there he’s doing what I’m doing now. I’m really proud of him and happy for him. He’s a great 

basketball mind and a wonderful person so it will be a lot of fun to watch him on TV.” 

Budenholzer said he still talks to Popovich regularly and has received personal congratulations from his 

mentor. 

Mack mending 

Shelvin Mack missed his fourth straight game with a left calf strain Sunday against the Timberwolves. 

Budeholzer said there is still no timetable for when the reserve point guard will be ready to return. 

“Shelvin, each day is getting a little bit better is what I’ve been told,” Budenholzer said. 

Mack said he “hopes” to be ready to return for Wednesday’s game against the Nets. However, he likely 

will miss more time as the team is in no rush for him to return until he is 100 percent healthy. 

Bazemore the defender 

The Hawks signed Kent Bazemore during the summer to add defense at the wing position. He is 

becoming a regular part of the rotation following off-season foot surgery. 

His defensive ability comes as no surprise to Budenholzer. 

“Even though in his career he hasn’t played a ton of minutes, I have vivid memories of him being a 

defensive specialist and coming in and guarding some of the best players in the league, maybe at an end 



 

 

 

of quarter situation,” Budenholzer said. “I had pretty high expectations defensively coming in for him. I 

think he is getting better and learning how he can be even more solid and fundamental and still have a 

really big impact. He is a very gifted defender.” 
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Five observations from 112-100 win over Timberwolves 

By: Chris Vivlamore 

Ho hum. The Hawks won again. 

This one set the Atlanta professional sports record for consecutive wins at 16, breaking a tie with the 

2000 Braves. You figured the Hawks would take care of business against the Timberwolves, team with 

the NBA’s worst record. They did just that in a game that was sloppy at times. 

Here are my five observations from Sunday’s 112-110 victory: 

1. It was another solid game for Paul Millsap. The power forward scored 20 points, on 8 of 12 shooting. 

He has scored 20 or more points 11 times this season, including three of the past four games. Millsap is 

closing in on Jeff Teague for the team scoring lead. Teague is averaging 17.1 points while Millsap is at 

17.0 points per game. Millsap added six assists, five rebounds and four steals. According to the Hawks, 

Millsap is one of only three NBA players this season to record at least 20 points, six assists, five rebounds 

and four steals while committing one or less turnovers in a game this season. 

2. Al Horford continues his recent offensive tear. The center added 19 points on 8 of 9 shooting against 

the T’Wolves. Over the past seven games, Horford is shooting a ridiculous 73.6 percent (53 of 72) from 

the field. That’s crazy. 

3. The Hawks won again despite losing the rebounding battle. They were out-boarded by the T’Wolves 

37-29 and lost the second-chance points battle 18-6. The Hawks also sent the bigger T’Wolves to the 

free-throw line 25 times. Coach Mike Budenholzer said he will continue to emphasize the need for team 

rebounding. I still think the Hawks can continue to win without adding a bigger body or rim protector. 

They are proving it. 

4. The Hawks break backs with their 3-point shooting. The T’Wolves, who were down by as many as 18 

points, battled back and cut their deficit to six points, 102-96, with three minutes remaining. Then, 

DeMarre Carroll hits a corner 3-pointer, the T’Wolves miss, and Kyle Korver hits a 3-pointer from the 

opposite corner. The Hawks lead was back to 12 points in a matter of 52 seconds. The Hawks finished 10 

of 28 from 3-point range, with Korver leading the way with four long-range baskets. 

5. Korver started the game defensively guarding T’Wolves rookie, and No. 1 overall pick, Andrew 

Wiggins. Thabo Sefolosha drew the assignment when he came in for Korver. Wiggins finished with 12 

points, of 5 of 11 shooting, and seven rebounds. Here is what Korver said about Wiggins following the 

game: “He is still so raw, too. He is going to be really good. He was in Santa Barbara (Korver’s offseason 

home) a lot last summer. I got to know him a little bit there. I think he keeps on learning. He’s got all the 

tools to be an incredible player.” 
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Timberwolves vs Hawks: Al Horford's hot shooting leads Atlanta to another win 

 By: Kris Willis 

The Atlanta Hawks knocked off the Minnesota Timberwolves Sunday evening to extend their record-

breaking winning streak to 16 straight games. Although Atlanta won comfortably and never appeared to 

be in danger, it wasn't the suffocating defensive effort that we have grown accustomed to during the 

Hawks' remarkable streak. 

"Not our prettiest game, but to make big plays down the stretch, a couple of big shots, the way the ball 

moved, finding open guys...when the game got tight, they trusted their spacing, trusted the pass," Mike 

Budenholzer said following the game. "A couple of guys made big plays. Obviously Jeff getting to the rim 

was one. Defensively, the first half was good. We were taking care of the boards, getting to the free 

throw line. We're continuing to do things that we need to work, talk about and improve. To find a way 

to win today, when we probably didn't play our best. It's a good sign." 

While pointing out that his team didn't play well, Budenholzer was also quick to complement the job 

Minnesota did and pointed to the return of center Nikola Pekovic to the Timberwolves' starting lineup 

as a factor. 

"They executed," said Budenholzer. "They were good tonight. Adding Pekovic to the lineup gives them a 

real force on the interior. Thaddeus Young tonight was great. They are cutting off the ball and slashing, 

getting to the basket, and guys were finding them. I thought their execution and their will to get to the 

paint, will to get to the free throw line...we could be better, but I think they are to be commended. They 

were very good. We have to be better." 

Minnesota shot 52 percent from the field for the game and out rebounded the Hawks 37-29. Young 

finished with a big game of 26 points, six rebounds and seven assists. Pekovic finished with 15 points but 

only three rebounds. 

Atlanta led by as many as 18 points but were unable to land the knockout blow against the 

Timberwolves. The Hawks had their way offensively shooting 56 percent for the game but Minnesota 11 

offensive rebounds and 25 free throw attempts allowed the Timberwolves to hang around. 

"It was another big game we played against a team with a lot of talent," Thabo Sefolosha told reporters 

after the game. "It wasn't a pretty game tonight. I think the energy and the defense could've been a 

little bit higher. But overall we did enough good things to win the game." 

Jeff Teague echoed those sentiments citing that it is a long season and gaining the win was what was 

most important. 



 

 

 

"Guys know it's a long season," said Teague. "We just want to continue to rack up wins and do what we 

can do. We want to be a good team, and good teams win games like this - game that they should win. 

That's what we have to do." 

The win improved Atlanta's record on the season to 37-8 which is one win shy of their total for all of last 

season. 

Al Horford continues torrid stretch 

Al Horford continued his stretch of good performances on Sunday finishing with 19 points, six rebounds 

and four assists on 8-9 shooting from the field. Over the last 15 games, Horford is shooting 57 percent 

from the field and averaging 16.5 points per game. 

Horford made things difficult for Minnesota's front line of Pekovic and Gorgui Dieng who were reluctant 

to chase him out to the perimeter. 

"I think he's really good about getting to the right spot," said Budenholzer. "He's a great screen-setter. 

It's one of those old coaches' sayings....the guy who sets a great screen often times ends up open. Al sets 

great screens, he sets great screens in pick-and-rolls. All of the sudden guys are coming off and he 

attracts people. Maybe we throw it back to him. He sets great screens for Kyle in pin-downs. He's one of 

those really unselfish players that's reaping the benefit of his unselfishness." 

Horford knocked down 4-5 attempts from the perimeter against the Timberwolves and his jump 

shooting gives Atlanta an added weapon coming down the stretch of games when often they must 

choose to leave him open or give Jeff Teague an open lane into the paint. 

"HIs ability to make that 15-footer," said Teague. "I feel like if I can get all the way in the paint deep 

enough for him, he's always out there. If I'm able to kick it out to him, he's almost automatic from that 

spot." 
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Hawks are winning, fans are turning out in improbable NBA turnaround 

By: Jerry Zgoda 

The Eastern Conference leaders have stunned experts, but enthusiastic fans are all in with the unselfish 

team, which beat the Wolves on Sunday for its 16th consecutive victory. 

ATLANTA – The Atlanta Hawks’ transformational season that has led them to the Eastern Conference’s 

best record and a 16-game winning streak after Sunday’s 112-100 victory over the Timberwolves has 

done what once might have been considered impossible. 

It has brought thunderstick-clattering fans back to Philips Arena’s formerly lonesome corners and upper 

reaches. 

Once seemingly among the league leaders in empty seats no matter their record, the Hawks have 

busted out of perpetual mediocrity and delivered an unexpected season. They haven’t lost since the day 

after Christmas. They are 30-2 since Thanksgiving. 

Using last spring’s seven-game playoff loss to Indiana as a springboard, the Hawks have grown both 

healthy and whole with the kind of players and philosophies that have, in some circles, given them the 

nickname “Spurs East.” 

That’s because second-year coach Mike Budenholzer spent 17 seasons as a San Antonio assistant coach 

and because of the efficiency with which the Hawks move the basketball and, yes, win. 

“If it’s good, solid fundamental basketball and if it’s good, solid fundamental players and they’re making 

good decisions at both ends of the court, that’s what we want to do,” Budenholzer said. “I think the 

Spurs have done it at a really high level for a really long time. We all have a ton of respect, the whole 

league has a ton of respect for the Spurs. I’ve seen firsthand the kind of success, a lot of the things that 

were done there. 

“But we’re trying to do things our own way, with our own players. But if it’s solid and fundamental, I 

think everybody is trying to do those things.” 

The Hawks have built a 37-8 record — second only to Golden State’s 35-6 — because of likely All-Star 

Game selections Al Horford and Paul Millsap, a deserved third in point guard Jeff Teague and a collection 

of role players, most of whom (Kyle Korver foremost) can also really shoot. 

Six Hawks, including all five starters, scored in double digits on Sunday. They led by as many as 18 points 

and repelled the Wolves’ obligatory late comeback by making consecutive three-pointers after the 

visitors closed within six points with three minutes left. 



 

 

 

“They’re real good,” said Wolves guard Mo Williams, whose team has lost 25 of its past 28 games. “They 

play the right way. They do what winning teams do. I wouldn’t say everybody is playing above 

themselves, but their game is being enhanced by the unselfish play of the next person.” 

The Hawks’ success has come just months after separate incidences of racist comments made in the 

team’s front office or by ownership caused the team’s current owners to say they’ll sell the team. 

Wolves coach Flip Saunders calls these Hawks a product of their environment. He terms it a “melting-pot 

type team” with players from the Dominican Republic, Macedonia, Germany and Switzerland in “very 

much a melting-pot type city” where Knicks visits bring out transplanted New Yorkers, Celtics visits bring 

out transplanted Bostonians, etc. 

Now those fans born and raised in Atlanta have a reason to attend and something to cheer all their own. 

Horford attributes this turnabout season to last spring’s playoff loss and both the encouragement and 

bitter motivation it provided. 

“Whenever you get knocked out of the playoffs, it hurts and you kind of carry it with you all summer,” 

Budenholzer said. “But individually a lot of guys stepped up and played well and the team understood 

better how we could play.” 

Saunders dismisses the Spurs East nickname and said the Hawks remind him of the team Saunders 

coached his first year in Detroit nearly a decade ago. 

“That’s not fair to them,” he said of the simplistic label. “They play their own different way. You call ’em 

Spurs East because they play the way every coach wants to play: team basketball, ball movement, very 

unselfish. That’s one thing they do do.” 

Saunders’ 2005-06 Pistons started that season 39-6 on their way to a 64-18 record. Those Pistons had 

four players who averaged double-digit scoring that season, but none more than Richard Hamilton’s 

20.1-point average. Five Hawks average between DeMarre Carroll’s 11.8 points and Teague’s 17.1. 

“We had a great bench with great camaraderie, and we played unselfish basketball,” Saunders said. 

“That’s the way Atlanta plays.” 

The Hawks have won at Portland, the Los Angeles Clippers and Chicago and beaten Cleveland, Memphis, 

Washington and Oklahoma City at home during this now 16-game streak. Asked if he has been able to 

enjoy the ride, Budenholzer said: “No, we just kind of come to work each day and prepare. You want to 

have a glass of wine or beer or Coke or whatever after the game and enjoy it, but the next morning you 

come back and you’re ready to start working at getting better.” 

If he and his players haven’t yet reveled in it, the Hawks’ young and noisy fans who have returned to 

Philips Arena’s corners and mezzanines have. Sunday’s crowd was announced as 18,049, the eighth 

sellout this season. 



 

 

 

“It’s like every NBA team: You win, they come,” Saunders said. “If you don’t win, they don’t come. That’s 

just how it is.” 
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Court Vision: Hawks hold off T-Wolves' rally for 16th straight win 

By: Knox Bardeen 

THREE-POINT TAKE 

1. THE HAWKS' WRECKING-BALL SECOND QUARTER WAS THE DIFFERENCE MAKER 

When the first quarter ended, the Hawks held a one-point lead after a back-and-forth period. There 

were 10 lead changes, three ties and Atlanta was up by as much as five points and down by as many as 

three. 

The second quarter was more of a beatdown by the Hawks. 

Before Minnesota could score a bucket, the Hawks put eight points on the scoreboard. And that was just 

how the first 119 seconds of the period went. Atlanta built upon its one-point lead, and stacked it all the 

way to 18 points before the Timberwolves managed to slow the bleeding and lower the lead to 14. 

When Minnesota had the ball, the Hawks brought out a smothering and tenacious defense. The 

Timberwolves were allowed just 28.6 percent shooting (6 for 21) as rejections and airballs were more 

likely than shots and scores. 

On offense, the Hawks scored almost at will. But the play was paced by ballet-like ball movement. There 

was no rule that every player had to touch the rock on offense, but just that happened on occasion. 

Every pass seemed to be an attempt to out-beautiful the previous. 

The Hawks landed five 3-pointers, shot 60 percent (12 for 20) from the floor and outscored the 

Timberwolves 36-23 to construct a 61-47 halftime lead. 

When the Timberwolves made a mistake, the Hawks made them pay. When Atlanta orchestrated an 

open look, the ball typically went in. Al Horford and Kyle Korver led the Hawks in the first half with four 

assists each. But the entire team got involved with 17 in the first half. 

Minnesota entered the second quarter feeling good about its upset chances. The Hawks smacked that 

idea down in just 12 short minutes. 

2. BY THE END OF THE THIRD QUARTER SIX HAWKS WERE IN DOUBLE FIGURES 

Paul Millsap (10), Jeff Teague (11) and Horford (10) paced the Hawks in the first half and entered the 

locker room at halftime with double-digit scoring outputs. But they weren't going to be the only scoring 

threats. 

DeMarre Carroll added six third-quarter points, Korver three and Dennis Schroder five to bring Atlanta's 

total of double-digit scorers up to six by the end of the third quarter. 



 

 

 

Carroll got hot late in the third with a lay-up and two short-range jumpers to reach 11 points. All Korver 

needed was his third 3-pointer of the game to get to 10 points and Schroder, who notched his second 

consecutive game in double digits 18th of the season, quickly reached 11 with five points in a 68-second 

stretch at the end of the quarter. 

The Hawks did most of their damage in the third quarter in the paint, with 18 of the team's 25 points 

coming inside. But don't believe for a second that Atlanta was pushing the ball down low, especially with 

the size of the Minnesota big men. 

Atlanta's interior shooting came at the behest of head coach Mike Budenholzer's movement offense. 

Pick and rolls, screens and effective but not-always-attractive shooting kept the Hawks going, and 

allowed the team to feature six scorers, not just a few. 

3. THE HAWKS WERE FORCED TO PUT THE STARTERS BACK INTO THE GAME TO SEAL THE VICTORY 

With just more than 10 minutes to play, the Hawks held a 15-point lead. A few minutes later, 

Budenholzer started some creative substitutions to rest some of his starters. That plan didn't last long. 

"[It was] not our prettiest game, but to make a couple of big plays down the stretch, a couple of big 

shots, the way the ball moved we found open guys. When the game got tight they trusted their spacing 

trusted the pass and a couple of guys made big plays," said Budenholzer. "To find a way to win today 

when we probably don't play our best, it's a good sign." 

At the 5:17 mark of the fourth quarter, Minnesota cut Atlanta's lead to six points with an Andrew 

Wiggins turnaround jumper. The Hawks built the lead back to 10 within the next 45 seconds, but 

Budenholzer still re-inserted Carroll into the game for insurance. 

The Timberwolves chopped the lead back down to six in a back-and-forth final quarter before the Hawks 

stepped on the gas for good. 

Carroll hit a 3-pointer to take the lead to nine points. Korver added another 30 seconds later before 

Teague and Horford took the Hawks home with buckets. Budenholzer said his defense didn't play as well 

as it could have, and the Minnesota comeback was troubling. But there were some positives in the way 

Atlanta fought off the Timberwolves. 

"I think our poise and our confidence is growing," said Budenholzer. "I think they're trusting each other, 

trusting where they're going to find their shots late in the game. We've got to work on our execution, 

but just to see them trust it when it was cut to I think six or eight, to hit a couple of big shots and make 

the right pass and make the right play. That's good for us." 

STATS THAT MATTER 

73.6: Horford shot 8 for 9 on Sunday and put up 19 points in Atlanta's win. Over his last seven games 

he's been lights out, shooting 53 of 72 (73.6 percent) from the floor. 



 

 

 

16: Not only does Sunday's win mark the 16th consecutive victory for the Hawks, it's also the 16th time 

this season Atlanta has held a lead of at least 10 points in a game. The Hawks are 16-0 in those games. 

STRAIGHT TALK 

"His ability to make that 15-footer. I feel like if I can get all the way in the paint deep enough for him, 

he's always out there. If I'm able to kick it out to him, he's almost automatic from that spot." -- Teague 

on Horford's mid-range jump shot 
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Atlanta Hawks Validating Claim for Multiple All-Stars and Sunday NBA Takeaways 

 By: Grant Hughes 

When the reserves for the 2015 NBA All-Star Game are announced on Jan. 29, there will probably be 

fewer than four Atlanta Hawks included on the list. 

The team's 112-100 win over the Minnesota Timberwolves offered evidence of why that might be the 

wrong result. 

Yes, four All-Stars seems a little ridiculous, especially with Atlanta's top quartet—Jeff Teague, Kyle 

Korver, Paul Millsap and Al Horford—operating as part of a system that shares the ball, suppressing their 

individual statistics below the level you'd associate with stardom. 

No Hawk averages more than 20 points, 10 rebounds or 10 assists. Not even close, actually. 

If you're a casual fan, nothing about the individual numbers of Atlanta's best players strikes you as 

remarkable. Proof: None of them came anywhere close to starting gigs voted on by the fans, via Chris 

Vivlamore of The Atlanta Journal-Constitution: 

Yet the Hawks are crushing teams, running up a franchise-best 16-game winning streak and rocketing 

out to a 37-8 start that begs to be noticed. 

Hopefully, the coaches voting on reserves find a way to acknowledge the way the Hawks' top four 

players have all posted All-Star-worthy campaigns. Perhaps Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer, who'll be 

leading the East in the All-Star game, can provide some tape for his peers to review. 

If they skim the footage of Sunday's win, they'll find plenty to like. 

Teague was the offensive catalyst, penetrating and running the pick-and-roll expertly. He scored 15 

points and handed out a team-high seven assists while making sure to kick-start Atlanta's patented pass-

happy attack. 

Timberwolves coach Flip Saunders did his best to convey the helplessness a Hawks offense inspires in a 

defense, via Brad Rowland of Peachtree Hoops:  

Korver, of course, buried treys at high volume and efficiency. His 4-of-8 effort from downtown actually 

caused his season three-point percentage to decline, though. That's how devastatingly accurate he's 

been from deep. 

Millsap led the way with 20 points, flashing the versatility and aggression that has made him, probably, 

the Hawks' most dangerous player. Millsap is uncommonly strong, hefty enough to handle power 

forwards. Yet he's also quick enough to dart around smaller players on the wing. 

Basically, he turns the term "tweener" into a compliment, as ESPN Insider's Amin Elhassan noted: 



 

 

 

Horford has been an unappreciated, painfully overlooked star in Atlanta for years. This season, his 

numbers have slipped significantly, but as a defensive presence in the paint and high-efficiency fulcrum 

on offense, he's thriving as much as ever. 

His quiet 8-of-9 effort, bolstered by six rebounds, four assists and two blocks in 31 minutes, was an 

understated masterpiece. 

On the whole, the Hawks shot 56.3 percent from the field and registered 30 assists against just 10 

turnovers. And frankly, this was one of the messier games they've played during the streak. 

It's difficult to talk about the Hawks without getting preachy. Lauding the way they play these days 

invariably makes you sound like some kind of basketball evangelist, sermonizing about the magnificence 

of team-first play and the honor in subjugating the individual for the betterment of the whole. 

It sounds high-minded and silly, sure, but how else are we supposed to discuss a team that seems to 

be so much more than the sum of its parts? 

The truth is Atlanta doesn't have stars in the conventional sense. It has very good players who've made 

one another great by working together. 

If that's not worth celebrating with some All-Star nods, I'm not sure what is. 
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Atlanta Hawks Can Keep Hot Streak Going All Season, and Here's Why 

By: Jared Johnson 

The 37-8 Atlanta Hawks are in the midst of an historic season. 

A franchise-record 16-game (and counting) win streak? Check. Thirty victories in their last 32 games? 

Check. Convince the NBAworld they are legitimate contenders? Not yet. 

It seems whatever the Hawks do, it's not enough. Even though Atlanta boasts an Eastern Conference-

leading 37-8 record, Hoopstuff's Mike Elworth doubts the team has enough talent to challenge for an 

NBA title. Even Bleacher Report's own Ric Bucher labeled Atlanta a pretender, saying he doesn't "see the 

formula for postseason success, when it slows down and when it becomes a game of stars." 

These two men are certainly entitled to their opinion, but I will state my case as to why the Hawks will 

continue their success through the remainder of the regular season and the playoffs. 

Atlanta Has Elite Players 

Hawks detractors love pointing out how the team lacks a star, a go-to-guy who can consistently provide 

for his team in times of need.  

So are they just pretending Jeff Teague doesn't exist, or what? 

The 26-year-old floor general is averaging career highs in points (17.2) and assists per game (7.5), 

despite notching his lowest minutes per contest (31.4) since his sophomore season. His player-efficiency 

rating (22.7) and win shares per 48 minutes (0.216) top all Eastern Conference guards.  

Teague produces in the clutch, as well. According to NBA.com, Teague's player impact estimate in the 

fourth quarter of games is 21.9. Of everyone who has played at least half of their team's games, the 

Hawks floor general is No. 4 in the league—behind just Stephen Curry, Anthony Davis and LeBron James. 

And please save all of your "product-of-the-system" comments—Teague is assisted on just 29.7 percent 

of his baskets, even though the rest of his team receives a dime on 75.1 percent of its field-goal makes. 

Let's take a look at how Teague's shot-creating skills stack up against some of the Eastern Conference 

players national media often consider to be superstars. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Own Baskets Rest of Team 

J. Teague 29.7 75.1 

J. Wall 26.1 71.3 

K. Lowry 31.3 59.0 

D. Wade 37.0 63.6 

L. James 38.9 63.5 

J. Butler 63.5 57.9 

Teague: Not a Product of the Hawks' System (Percentage of Own Baskets Assisted vs. Rest of Team) 

Basketball-Reference.com 

As you can see, only John Wall of the Washington Wizards rivals Teague's ability to produce his own 

shooting opportunities.  

Now, I'm not going to discount the elite abilities of Atlanta's two versatile big men, Paul Millsap and Al 

Horford. Both have received All-Star recognition in the past and deserve it again this year.  

But Teague is the Hawks' real catalyst, the one guy who has played like a superstar in 2014-15. 

Atlanta Is Nearly Impossible to Stop Offensively 

Most teams, even good ones, keep at least one offensively-challenged player in their starting lineups—

the Golden State Warriors have Andrew Bogut, the Toronto Raptors have Amir Johnson, the Cleveland 

Cavaliers have Timofey Mozgov and the Los Angeles Clippers have Matt Barnes, to name just a few. All 

of the aforementioned players have their own abilities, but their counterparts don't exactly wear 

themselves out defending them. 

Do the Hawks have one of those players in their starting unit? Nope. 

Put yourself in the position of a team scouting the Hawks for an upcoming game—how would you 

defend this group? 



 

 

 

Teague: Top-tier floor general, great shooting, passing and driving ability (17.2 points per game) 

Kyle Korver: League's best spot-up three-point shooter, underrated passer (12.9) 

DeMarre Carroll: Solid three-point shooter and cutter (11.7) 

Millsap: Strong and athletic, can shoot from three, pass, dribble, finish in the paint (16.9) 

Horford: Mobile center, great mid-range game and nice touch inside (15.1) 

To properly contain this unit, it is an absolute necessity to guard each player with an average to above-

average defender. If anyone takes plays off or helps unnecessarily, the Hawks will take advantage. 

Not surprisingly, Atlanta's starting lineup has an offensive rating of 113, per 82games.com. That number 

would rank No. 1 in the NBA, if the Hawks played the unit 48 minutes per game. 

The offensive weak link of the group is DeMarre Carroll, but that's by no means an insult to the Junkyard 

Dog, because he can go off at any time, as he showed on Dec. 23 against the Clippers. 

Several plays in the above highlight, Barnes thought it would be wise for him to sag off a little bit on the 

defensive end, since he was only guarding Atlanta's No. 5 option. 

That probably wasn't the best idea. 

Unless one player from the Hawks' starting lineup gets injured (knock on wood), Atlanta will continue to 

give the rest of the league fits with its balance. 

Atlanta Is a Top Defensive Team 

The Hawks currently rank No. 3 in the NBA in defensive rating (102.6). During the winning streak, that 

number has plummeted down to a stingy 99.3 (excluding Sunday's game against the Minnesota 

Timberwolves). 

You wouldn't necessarily think the Hawks would be able to shut down opponents' offenses—they lack a 

true shutdown defender on both the perimeter and the interior. But through precise rotations, solid 

communication and smart decisions, Atlanta remains one of the league's most difficult teams to score 

on. 

Thabo Sefolosha comes in off of the bench and helps set the defensive tone for the Hawks. 

Thankfully, good defense is traditionally a key ingredient for postseason success. While a team can have 

an off night shooting the ball, a quickly rotating, focused defense doesn't have to worry about bad 

games. 

The past 10 NBA champions have an average defensive rating of 4.7, and no team since the 2000-01 Los 

Angeles Lakers has won a title without a top-10 defense. 



 

 

 

With its No. 3 ranking in defensive rating, the Hawks have distanced themselves from the Wizards (No. 

7), Chicago Bulls (No. 12), Raptors (No. 20) and Cavaliers (No. 25). 

A note to the rest of the league: Have fun figuring out how to score on Atlanta. 

Atlanta's Streak Is a Good Sign 

A 16-game win streak, which the Hawks are currently on, is a good sign in and of itself. Very few teams 

have the resolve and talent to come out that many nights in a row and outplay their opponents. 

But the way the Hawks have won has been even more impressive.  

Nine of Atlanta's 16 wins have come against teams at or above .500, and nine of them have also come 

on the road. Only the contest against the Detroit Pistons on Jan. 9 came right down to the wire, with the 

Hawks winning 106-103. Overall, Atlanta has outscored its opponents by 12.1 points per game. 

The past two NBA champions also maintained long winning streaks. 

Before this season, the last two teams to win at least 16 consecutive tilts were the 2012-13 Miami 

Heat (27 games) and the 2013-14 San Antonio Spurs (19 games). 

Both of those squads won the NBA Championship in the same year. 

Conclusion 

No, the Hawks won't go undefeated the rest of the season, and they are by no means a lock for the NBA 

title, or even a spot in the Finals. 

But they should finish out the regular season and playoffs well, considering the completeness of the 

team and the remarkable chemistry it has shown through the first half of the campaign. 

The Minnesota Timberwolves' Mo Williams put it best when he tweeted the following message prior to 

his team's Sunday evening contest against the Hawks, presumably referring to Atlanta's cohesive squad: 

The Atlanta Hawks are a title contender. Pretty obviously, in fact. 
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Millsap, Horford lead Hawks to 16th straight win 

By: AP  

ATLANTA — Al Horford isn’t missing many shots these days for the Atlanta Hawks. 

Not that it would matter much if he did. The Hawks just keep winning. 

“We always push each other to play hard,” Horford said. “That’s why I feel like this group is a little 

different when it comes to that.” 

Paul Millsap scored 20 points and Horford added 19 to help Eastern Conference-leading Atlanta to a 

112-100 victory over the Minnesota Timberwolves on Sunday night, extending the Hawks’ franchise 

record with their 16th straight win. 

Jeff Teague finished with 15 points and seven of Atlanta’s 30 assists as the Hawks won for the 30th time 

in 32 games. 

Thaddeus Young had 26 points and Mo Williams added 20 for Minnesota. The Timberwolves, who are 

last in the Western Conference, have lost four straight and 20 of 22. 

The range of Horford, as a 6-foot-10 center-forward, is hurting opponents all over the court. He’s hitting 

long jumpers, occasional 3-pointers and scoring around the basket to cause matchup problems. 

Horford missed just one of nine field-goal attempts and is shooting nearly 74 percent and averaging 18 

points over his last seven games. 

“I have a good rhythm right now and I’m taking open shots,” Horford said. “My teammates are setting 

me up. It’s easy.” 

The Hawks took their first double-digit lead on Mike Scott’s three-point play at the 9:31 mark of the 

second quarter, and their biggest advantage was 18 on a 3 by Millsap late in the second. 

Minnesota trimmed the lead to eight several times in the second half before pulling within six twice on 

Andrew Wiggins’ turnaround jumper and Young’s putback in the closing minutes. 

But DeMarre Carroll and Kyle Korver hit consecutive 3s to push lead back up to 12, and Timberwolves 

coach Flip Saunders called timeout with 2:08 remaining. 

Saunders said everything he had heard and seen regarding the Hawks turned out be legitimate. 

“Until you are there and you play against it, you don’t really understand,” Saunders said. “It took us 

almost a half to understand how good they really were. They’re the best combination offensive and 

defensive team we’ve played. The second half we went out, we competed. That’s all I can ask.” 



 

 

 

Young was pleased to get to play as a swingman, thus getting more freedom on offense, when Saunders 

used a bigger front line. 

“It gives me an opportunity to see the floor, being on the wing,” Young said. “You can see the guys 

cutting and see the whole floor so it’s easier to make plays.” 

Korver and Carroll combined for 27 points, nine rebounds and six assists. 

Nikola Pekovic had 15 points and Wiggins added 12 for Minnesota. 

Millsap went 8 for 12 from the field and finished with five rebounds, six assists, four steals and one 

turnover. 

TIP-INS 

Timberwolves: They outrebounded the Hawks by eight, but still lost for the 12th straight time in Atlanta. 

Hawks: Atlanta, which began the day with the East’s best home record, improved to 20-3 at Philips 

Arena. ... The Hawks broke their previous franchise mark with their 15th straight win Friday over 

Oklahoma City. 

STILL BANGED UP 

Saunders said after the game that G Robbie Hummel broke his hand in the third quarter and will miss 

the next four to six weeks. .. The Timberwolves, who are still without G Ricky Rubio and C Shabazz 

Muhammad, had hoped that G Kevin Martin might be ready to return, but the 11th-year guard missed 

his 33rd straight game while recovering from a broken wrist. Martin has averaged 17.9 points over 629 

career games. ... Rookie G Zach LaVine (elbow) scored two points in 7 minutes. ... G Anthony Bennett 

(knee) was only able to play 12 seconds. 

UP NEXT 

Timberwolves: At Oklahoma City on Monday. 

Hawks: Host Brooklyn on Wednesday. 


